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Recalling the challenges and difficulties we have encountered during this project, we have listed the 

following: 

 

TIME FACTOR   

We work all day and when we get home we still have to do house chores, but despite the busy schedule we 

have to alot time in creating the books for Nash which always/often done very very late at night until the 

wee hours of the morning.   

 

LANGUAGE BARRIER 

As you know we are stranieri so we speak our mother language and English.  I love to write stories  but I 

write them in English and Maila would (need) to translate them in Italian then after some editing with the 

help of Cynthia and Dony, only after then can I type them in symwriter.  A pretty long and tedious process. 

 

SYMWRITER PROGRAM 

At first we only had the Trial Version of the Symwriter from the internet and it expires every 21 days, plus it 

only allows one computer per trial version, thus after 21 days we cannot download another one.  Then 

we’ve been told about the old version  so we had another 21days but of course it is not updated so other 

symbols are different or sometimes not yet available from the old version. 

I had to teach myself on how to use the program and tutorials from Sgr. Bianchi helped a lot, but of course 

it is again in Italian. 

 

NASH’s INTEREST ,  OUR WILL AND COMMITMENT TO PARTICIPATE 

Initially we were sceptic about the whole project.   We don’t see any interest in Nash and we can’t see how 

this project could help Nash.  This is additional workload and we have been busy and problematic enough 

to have another project to think about.  So we were having second thoughts, do we participate or not. 

In the end it was our love for Nash, our desire to help him get better/communicate better that made us 

decide to GO FOR IT!  We have no regrets because look where we are now.   

Karen and Maila Pasilan 

 

 


